


The outline of our company:

We accept a wide range of talent including women and foreigners and nurture their skills.

We have trained inexperienced craftworkers in a short period of time with an educational program

taught by excellent veteran craftsmen. Inexperienced craftworkers become specialized in their work

through repeated vigorous tarining.

In addition, we have created technical innovations such as new construction methods and safer paints,

and we are growing our business scale. We have implemented an environment where everybody can

polish skills with peace of mind. Takenobe focuses on improving productivity through efforts to pass on

good skills with ICT technology and through improvements in working efficiency.

We hope our sense of values which are standard of Japanese construction culture will be accepted all

over the world. We aim to build up our sense of values with harmony between different age, genders and

nationalities.

Will you cooperate in making a new painting company together with us?



We already have a plan to accept three Vietnamese 

technical interns next year. We intend to hire thirty 

more foreign workers in the following five years. 

They will develop their talents under the same 

conditions as their Japanese coworkers.

We offer success for foreign workers

At our company there are some Japanese classes 
for foreign workers. A staff who is proficient in 
languages teaches Japanese and Japanese kanji to 
pass the practical skill test of 1st Class Certified 
Painting Skill. You can learn some necessary 
technical Japanese words about construction, 
building sites, painting and safety.

Language school for craftsmen（ＣＬＳ） Vietnamese technical interns 



What is construction manager’s work??

■The management of work progress, safety controls, quality controls, etc

are done at construction sites. We can feel a sense of pride in our finished 

work when we supervise the construction.

■Contents of the work 

Giving direction of construction, meetings, suggestion of plans, preparation of 

materials, giving direction of progress and making documents with Excel.

(written estimates, construction plans, etc.)



Nearby Facilities




